Abstract-This paper proposes a space-time shift keying (STSK) modulation scheme, which maps the information onto two dimensions, i.e., the temporal and spatial dimensions. For the proposed modulation, a detector with reduced complexity is also proposed. The complexity of proposed detector is reduced with the slight degradation of performance. The simulation results show that the proposed system achieves good performance. Furthermore, since the STSK utilizes two resources to modulate information bits, the STSK obtains different error rates for the information modulated by different resources. Therefore, the potential of the proposed STSK to be applied in the unequal error protection (UEP) is also discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
The multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) transmission system, first proposed in [1] , has emerged as the promising candidate for modern wireless systems. As the spectrum is a scarce resource in communications, the MIMO systems achieve higher spectrum utilizations compared to the conventional Single-Input Single-Output (SISO) systems by exploiting the spatial diversity to obtain the increased channel capacity.
In the conventional MIMO systems, the modulated symbols are assigned to all the transmitting antennas to convey information. In other words, the signal energy space is used as the resource to modulate information bits. The work in [2] then uses temporal dimension (TD) as another space to improve the transmit diversity. The modulation scheme in [2] exploits both spatial and temporal domain and is usually called Alamouti scheme. The Alamouti scheme initiates a field of research called 'space-time block coding' (STBC) focusing on designing a space-time block of symbols during a transmission cycle to improve the transmission fidelity. The recent research [3] proposed a combined modulation scheme which utilizes both signal modulation space and antenna indices as another spatial diversity to convey information. The combined modulation scheme is usually called 'spatial modulation' (SM) and many research works have been proposed for investigating the new dimension to convey information. There are also research works considering adaptive transmissions for spatial modulation [4] .
A category in spatial modulation called 'space shift keying' (SSK) uses antenna indices only to modulate information. The advantages of SSK include the elimination of the transceiver elements required for amplitude/phase modulation in transmission and detection, which leads to simple hardware implementation of MIMO systems while retaining reasonable performance [5] . However, one of the disadvantages in using antenna indices only to convey information is that the data rate (constellation size) of transmitted signal is restricted by the number of transmitting antennas. This issue is discussed in [6] and the work proposed a generalized SSK (GSSK) to increase the constellation size under a given number of transmitting antennas. The GSSK activates multiple antennas during a transmission cycle to map the information onto transmitted symbol. If the number of combinations of activated antenna patterns is larger than the required constellation size, the excrescent combinations are unused. As in conventional MIMO transmissions, TD can also be considered in SSK modulation. The work in [7] considers a generalized modulation scheme in which time index can be used as a dimension for modulation.
Motivated by the proposal in [7] , we propose a new spacetime shift keying (STSK) transmission scheme and investigate its corresponding detection scheme. The proposed STSK divides the transmitted information bits into two parts: The first part is modulated through the TD and the second part is modulated through the spatial dimension (SD), where GSSK modulation technique is adopted to increase the constellation size. The proposed detection scheme first detects the information bits modulated through TD, then detects the information bits modulated through SD. The proposed detection is suboptimal with only slight loss of performance, which are shown in simulations.
By viewing the information bits modulated through the two dimensions as two different categories of symbols, the proposed STSK will result in two different error rates for the symbols modulated through different dimensions. This property renders proposed STSK suitable for realizing unequal error protection (UEP). In the conventional communications, all information bits to be transmitted are assumed to be equally significant, where the transmission scheme imposes equal protection to all information bits. However, equal protection of the entire information may be wasteful. The UEP provides different levels of protections for information bits of unequal levels of significance. The details of UEP can be referred to [8] .
The rest of the sections are organized as follows: Sec. II describes the system model of MIMO and defines the notations for MIMO system. Sec. III describes the proposed STSK including detection. The analysis of proposed STSK is given in IV. Sec. V shows the simulation results of the proposed work. The applications of proposed STSK in UEP are demonstrated in Sec. VI. Finally, we conclude the proposed work in Sec. VII.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
The MIMO system is described as
where 
T is a noise vector, whose element n i has the same assumptions as h ij except for the variance being N 0 /2 per dimension.
Denote the information bits to be transmitted during one transmission cycle as S = [S 1 S 2 · · · S K ], i.e., a random sequence with independent bits. In the GSSK technique [6] in MIMO system, the information bits S are mapped to a 2 K -ary symbol and are transmitted through x g,k , where k ∈ ψ specifies the antenna combinations, and ψ is the set of antenna combinations to represent K bits pattern. The subscript g stands for 'GSSK modulated symbol' and implies that x g,k degenerates to a multidimension symbol rather than being a symbol vector. The GSSK modulation only uses antenna indices to convey information. The GSSK activates n t antennas simultaneously during a transmission cycle such as
In GSSK, the MIMO model becomes
where y g represents the received GSSK modulated symbol. The h k,eff denotes the summation of effective columns in channel matrix h, whose columns correspond to the antenna combinations of k. For details of GSSK, readers are referred to [6] .
III. PROPOSED TRANSCEIVER SYSTEM The proposed STSK modulates the information bits S not only through antenna indices but also through time indices. The corresponding detection scheme is proposed as follows. The proposed detector first detects the bits modulated through time indices, then detects the bits modulated through antenna indices. The bits modulated through different resources are detected through different suboptimal criteria in the proposed detection scheme.
A. Proposed STSK modulation
We divide the K information bits S into two parts, where the first N g bits S 1 · · · S Ng will be modulated through time indices. The remaining N a bits S Ng+1 · · · S K will be modulated through antenna indices. More specifically, the N a bits are modulated by GSSK. With N t transmitting antennas and N r receiving antennas, the proposed STSK modulation transmits the GSSK modulated symbol at t-th time slot to convey both S 1 · · · S Ng and S Ng+1 · · · S K information bits; in the other time slots not transmitting GSSK modulated symbol, all antennas are kept inactivated. Thus, 2
Ng time slots are required over one transmission cycle in the proposed STSK modulation.
Let M = 2 Ng , as a result of using M time slots to modulate the overall K information bits, the dimension of a equivalent transmitted symbol grows to M N t and is denoted as
t-th position
where the subscript t denotes that the GSSK modulated symbol x g,k is transmitted at t-th time slot. The x 0 is a N t ×1 zero vector, which is used to describe that all transmitting antennas are kept inactivated. Similarly, the dimensions of the equivalent received symbol and equivalent noise vector in proposed STSK modulation grow to be M N r , and can be denoted as
and N respectively, where y g,t denotes the received symbol at t-th time slot. The element of equivalent noise vector N i is still assumed to be i.i.d. complex Gaussian random variable with zero mean and N 0 /2 variance per dimension. In the proposed STSK modulation, the channel condition is assumed to be flat fading during one transmission cycle. In other words, the channel gains are unchanged within the M time slots used for transmission. The relation between equivalent channel matrix of proposed STSK modulation and the channel matrix in a N r × N t MIMO system can be described as 
where H denotes the equivalent channel matrix in the proposed STSK modulation while X is transmitted and Y is received;
matrix in MIMO system while x g,k is transmitted and y g is received. Hence, the equivalent signal model of proposed STSK is
where k ′ ∈ ϕ k,t specifies the antenna combinations k at time slot t. The ϕ k,t denotes the set of K-bit information, where N g bits are modulated through time indices and N a bits are modulated through GSSK. H k ′ ,eff is the summation of the effective columns in equivalent channel matrix H; the effective columns correspond to k ′ , which is an antenna combination at a certain time slot.
An example is given below to show the proposed STSK modulation. Consider N t = 5, n t = 2 and the K = 5, the information bits in a transmission cycle are given as
The first two bits S 1 S 2 are modulated through time indices. Table I gives the mapping rule for the index of time slot t from information bits to the transmitted symbol, where x g,k denotes the GSSK modulated symbol for k representing [1 0 0]. In the example of [6] ,
B. Proposed Detection Scheme
The proposed detector first detects the time slot t in which a GSSK modulated symbol is transmitted, then detects which GSSK modulated symbol is transmitted in the detected time slot. We propose the detection criterion for the time slot t, where a GSSK modulated symbol is transmitted, as
where ϕ denotes the subset of M time slots in a transmission cycle. Thet denotes the estimated index of the time slot where a GSSK modulated symbol is transmitted. To detect the GSSK modulated symbol, we use (2) in [6] as
where ℜ [ . ] denotes the real part of [ . ], The y g,t is the received symbol at the detected time slott. The estimated antenna combinations which are activated during a transmission cycle isk. As a result, the estimated transmitted STSK modulated symbol Xt ,k can be obtained by the proposed twostep detector.
IV. ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED TRANSCEIVER

A. Analysis of Proposed STSK modulation
With the assistance of time index to convey information, the burden on antenna indices to convey information bits is reduced for a fixed constellation size. To explore the performance of proposed STSK transmission scheme, we compare the distance between constellation points of the proposed STSK and SSK where ML detection is adopted. The constellation space of SSK is determined through the columns in channel matrix [5] .
First, we consider n t = 1. The channel matrix of SSK is a N r × N t matrix, and the constellation space can be viewed as N t random vectors over a N r -dimensional hyperspace; the channel matrix of proposed STSK H is shown in (3), where h t is a N r × N ′ t matrix. For a fixed constellation size, proposed STSK conveys part of information bits through TD. Thus, we can reasonably assume the required number of transmitting antennas for proposed STSK is less than the required number of transmitting antennas for SSK (N 
where t i ̸ = t j . The columns orthogonal to each other lead to largest distance among the columns. Furthermore, for the columns whose positions of non-zero elements are the same such as the first N ′ t columns in H, they can be viewed as N ′ t random vectors over a N r -dimensional hyperspace. As a result, the distance between any two columns in the proposed STSK transmission is statistically larger than its counterpart distance in SSK since N ′ t < N t . Second, for n t ≥ 2, the analysis for the columns, whose positions of non-zero elements are the same in proposed STSK transmission, changes. The distance of constellation points in this case could be the distance between any two columns with identical non-zero positions in channel matrix with a scaling factor 1 √ nt . Thus, the distance between constellation points in the proposed STSK transmission may not be always smaller than that in SSK.
B. Analysis of Proposed Detection Scheme
The proposed detection scheme first detects the time slot t in which a GSSK modulated symbol is transmitted, then it detects which GSSK modulated symbol is transmitted. Thus, the performance of the proposed detection is suboptimal, compared to jointly searching t and GSSK symbol in ML criterion. To explain the physical interpretations of the proposed detection criterion for t, we reformulate ML criterion and discuss its relevancies of our proposed criterion in the following.
In the detection criterion of the signal model, there are two dimensions in the constellation, i.e., the time index and antenna (space) index. At a specific time index, the only two hypotheses include: (1) all transmitting antennas are inactivated or (2) a GSSK modulated symbol is transmitted. The ML criterion for the time slot, where all transmitting antennas are inactivated, can be expressed as 
However, (8) is trivial because all transmitting antennas are inactivated at many time slots. In contrast to the time slots where all transmitting antennas are inactivated, the time slot in which a GSSK modulated symbol is transmitted occurs only once. Therefore, for x 0 to be zero, we reformulate (8) 
The detection criterion of (9) is equivalent to (5), intending to find the time slot where the non-zero x 0 is located. However, the estimated time slott under the proposed detection criterion may not be completely the same as the estimated time slot under ML criterion in which a GSSK modulated symbol is most likely to be transmitted.
To compare the complexity of proposed detector with optimal ML detector under proposed STSK transmission, we use the number of complex multiplications as the complexity measure. The optimal detector for the proposed transmission scheme is
wherek ′ denotes the estimated antenna combinations at the time slot k ′ . The constellation size is 2 K while K-bit information is transmitted and there are N r non-zero elements in H k ′ ,eff . As a result, N r 2 K complex multiplications are required in optimal detector. The first part of proposed detector (5) requires N r M complex multiplications and the second part (6) requires N r 2 K−Ng complex multiplications. Thus, the total complex multiplications for proposed detector are N r (M + 2 K−Ng ).
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
This section shows the simulation results of the proposed STSK transmission and the proposed detection scheme. In 1 is detected by optimal ML detector. The number of information bits per transmission is set to K = 4 for all transmission schemes, and thus the number of transmitting antennas required for each transmission scheme are different, as given in Fig. 1 . The number of receiving antennas is set to N r = 4. The proposed STSK transmission conveys two information bits through time indices N g = 2; the conventional MIMO system uses bpsk modulation in transmitter. It can be observed that the proposed STSK outperforms the SSK, GSSK and MIMO transmissions.
In optimal detectors, the system error rate is dominated by the minimum Euclidean distance between constellation points. We will briefly explain the observations by exploiting the Euclidean distance of each transmission scheme. We investigate the columns of channel matrices of SSK and the proposed STSK transmissions in Fig. 1 to explain our observations since the effective columns of channel matrix represent effective constellation space while antenna indices are used to convey information. The channel matrix of SSK is composed of 16 different 4 × 1 columns; and the equivalent channel matrix of proposed transmission scheme is composed of 16 different 16 × 1 columns (see (3)) where each of column has only 4 non-zero elements. For the columns with different positions of non-zero elements in H (see (7)), the distances among the columns of H are expected to be larger than the distance between the columns in SSK channel matrix since columns of H are orthogonal. For the distances among the columns with the same positions of non-zero elements such as the first 4 columns in H, the distances are also larger than the distances in SSK since the distances among 4 random vectors are expected to be larger than the distances among 16 random vectors in a 4-dim hyper-space. Thus, the average distances among constellation points are enlarged in the proposed STSK transmission, and therefore the performance is improved.
Furthermore, we discuss the performance of conventional MIMO and proposed STSK transmission in Fig. 1 by investi-gating their average distances among constellation points. For the MIMO transmission with the BPSK modulated symbol in each transmitting antenna, the distances among constellation points are the norms of columns in the channel matrix, where the two different constellation points are assumed as as the symbol -1 and 1. However, the distances between any two of the 4 random vectors in a 4-dim hyper-space, which represents the distance between constellation points in STSK, is expected to be larger than the norm of the column in the channel matrix, which represents the distance between constellation points in conventional MIMO with BPSK. Summarizing the above, the distances among the vertexes of a regular tetrahedron (STSK) is larger than the distance between the center of regular tetrahedron and a vertex (MIMO).
In Fig. 1 , we compare the distances between constellation points of GSSK and proposed STSK transmission. For GSSK, the channel matrix is with the dimension of 4×7. The distance between two effective columns in channel matrix is equivalent to the distance between any two columns in channel matrix with a scaling factor
. Also, the distance between any two of 4 random vectors is expected to larger than any two of 7 random vectors in a 4-dim hyper-space. For the above two reasons, the proposed STSK is expected to outperform GSSK.
The second simulation results for proposed detection scheme are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 . The number of information bits per transmission is set to K = 4 in Fig. 2 , and is set to K = 5 in Fig. 3 . The values given in parenthesis represent (N t ×N r , n t , N g ). The other parameters are given in the legends of figures. From Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 , we observe that the diversity order of proposed detector is approximately equal to that of ML detector. Furthermore, we can observe that the gain loss of the proposed detector compared to ML detector is insignificant while the number of activated antennas is larger than 2. Activating more antennas at a transmission cycle is a solution to enlarge constellation size while maintaining low number of transmitting antennas. However, it can be observed that the performance of the configuration of multiple antennas is lower than the performance of activating single antenna at a transmission cycle; this can be observed by comparing the lines with circular and square marks in Fig. 3 .
VI. APPLICATIONS IN UNEQUAL ERROR PROTECTION
The proposed STSK transmission scheme divides the information bits to be transmitted into two parts, and the corresponding proposed detections for them are based on different suboptimal criteria as detailed in Sec. III-B. As a result, it can be expected that the different parts of information bits have different decoding complexity and different performance. This property makes proposed transceiver system suitable for the application of unequal error protection (UEP). The UEP property of the proposed scheme is briefly discussed in this section.
The requirement of UEP comes from the fact where the information bits to be transmitted may not be equally significant. For instance, if a multiple resolution source is transmitted, the coarse resolution bits should be protected better than the fine resolution bits to guarantee crudely reconstructed sources to most users. Furthermore, the users with low-requirement for reconstruction quality are endowed with an alternative to decode the coarse received signals through low-complexity detectors. In the proposed detection scheme, the detection criterion for time index t (see (5)) suits the low-requirement users due to its simplicity. The channel estimation can be completely avoided from detection for the low-requirement users.
To demonstrate the effect of UEP, we treat the information modulated through TD and through SD as two individual symbols, they will be combined together and be transmitted during a transmission cycle. In Fig. 4 , we set the information bits K = 5 and the number of receiving antennas as N r = 3. For the lines with circular marks, the 2-bit symbol is modulated through TD and 3-bit symbol is modulated through GSSK (SD), where N t = 5 and n t = 2 in GSSK; for the lines with square marks, the 1-bit symbol is modulated through TD and 4-bit symbol is modulated through GSSK (SD), where N t = 7 and n t = 2 in GSSK. The simulation results show that proposed system is able to implement UEP. The information bits which are relatively significant should be better protected. The proposed detection criterion for relatively insignificant information bits is appreciable for its low-complexity, which has merely N r M complex multiplications as in (5).
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose a transmission scheme, which adopts time and antenna indices as two different dimensions to modulate information bits. The corresponding low-complexity detection scheme is also proposed. The proposed detection scheme first detects the information bits modulated through time indices, then detects the information bits modulated through antenna indices. The analyses of proposed STSK transmission and detection schemes are also given in this paper, we compare the proposed STSK with SSK and explain the physical interpretations of the proposed detection scheme for the information modulated through time indices. The simulation results of proposed scheme are given. The relevancies of proposed system on realizing UEP are also demonstrated.
